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Introduction: why contracts?  

In the past 2 main options to protect and 
supply Environmental Services (ES) in the 
Mediterranean region: 

•  Command & control instruments 

•  “In house protection and production” 
of ES by the government: direct land 
control by the public sector 

How to support the supply of Environmental 
Services (ES)? 
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The general trend:  
from CoC to MBI 
Soft and hard tools: alternative 
instruments or integrated ones?  

•  Complex problems need a variety of 
tools 
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Directness  and use of public incentives   
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The general trend:  
from CoC to MBI 
Soft and hard tools: alternative 
instruments or integrated ones?  

•  Complex problems need a variety of 
tools 

•  Soft tools (like PES) need:  
–  Information handling, technical assistance  
–  Enforcement authorities and procedures 
–  Property rights definition  

Regulative framework for organizing a market for wild mushroom picking in Italy 

Food-safety laws 

WM laws 

Forest law 

National laws 

Cassation Court,  
Sec.3 Sent. 0186, 29 April 1967:  

“WM are food”. 

L. 352/93  
“WM law” L. 616/77 art. 66&69 

Regional competence 

L. 382/75 Regional order and 
public adm. organizing 

R.D. 3267/23  
“Forest law” 

R.D. 751/24 “customary right’ arrang.”   
R.D. 1484/24 “art. 26 R.D.751/24 mod.” 
R.D. 895/26 “art. 2 R.D. 751/24 respite” 
R.D. 332/28 “cust. right adjustment 

L. 1766/27  
“customary rights” R.L. 31/94  

“Local Customary 
Right” 

R.L. 23/96 and 07/12  
“Regional WM law” 

n. “Local Rules” 
(picking days, harvest [Kg/

day], n°of permits) 

R.L. implementation within Province, “Mountain 
Community Authority”, Municipalities, “Common 

Estate” and Private Estate.  
Local picking 

permit 
Payment 

by the picker 

Art.820C.C.(legal natural fruits) 
Art.821 C.C. (buying “fruits”) 
Art 841 C.C. (real estate clo-
sure right) + all real rights 

P.D. 376/95 “WEF 
commercialization” 

M.D. 686/96   
“Mycological inspector” 

M.D. 9-Oct-98  
O.G. n. 249, 24th-Oct-98 

“commercialization of dried 
WM” 

M.O. 3-Apr-02  
“health-care requisite for WM 

com.” 

D.L. 155/97 “HACCP” 

L. 283/62 “code for 
alimentary production” 

D.L. 109/92 “labeling code” 
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Private Land Public Land 
Forest owner as picker: 

• Private owner 
•   “Regola”  

Real rights lease-
holder as picker 

(professional 
pickers) 

Regola or Private 
Permit Payment ; 

in case of mountain 
private forest, the 
permit of public 

land is valid 

Pickers living in 
plain area 

Pickers living in 
mountain areas 

Picking allowed 
only in public 

land 

Municipal 
dweller with 
customary 

right 

Picking permit is 
sobstitute with 

the ID 

Picking Permit 
Payment to 

forest manager 
(per day, week, 

month, year) 

Harvest with limitation in  
public mountain areas within the 

WM management unit (MCA 
boundaries) 

(max 1Kg of Boletes in total 3Kg of WEF, time 
limitation to the daylight ) 

Pickers 
have to hold 

the ID 

Harvest with limitation and 
within Regola’s forests or any 

other private forest  in mountain 
area 

(max 1Kg of Boletes in total 3Kg of WEF, 
time limitation to the daylight ) 

Municipal 
dweller without 

customary 
right or local 

dwellers but not 
living inside the 

municipality 

They must hold the 
certificate on the real right 

or contract 

No harvest limitation 
(within their own property) 
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Other picker exclusion is 
possible only whether is 
declare with labels along 

the property edge 
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Free harvest with limitation in 
plain public or private land 

within the province 
(max 1Kg of Boletes in total 3Kg of WEF,  

time limitation to the daylight ) 
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A bit of theoretical framework 

Contract theory ! School of law and 
economics ! New Institutional Economics 
(Coase and Williamson) 

Some key concept: 
-  asymmetric information 
-  principal–agent problem 
-  moral hazards 
-  adverse selection 
" “incomplete contracts” 

Development: game theory and behavioral 
economics 
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Actors’ relationships 

•  Bi-lateral contracts 

•  Tri-lateral contracts 

•  Multi-actors contracts 

<)'=+>.,' <)'?,*@72.,'

?A>6.1B'
CDE+17BF'

<1@7,*16.1BAG'
H.,@7-.'C+17BF'

I7,.-B'
-*1B,A-B'

Actors’ relationships 
The simplest case: buyer-provider 
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<1@7,*16.1BAG').,@7-.'KH.,H' <1@7,*16.1BAG').,@7-.')+LLG7.,H'

<)'?,*@72.,'M'

<)'?,*@72.,'B'

<)'?,*@72.,'N'

<)'=+>.,'M'

ED Buyer ='

ES Buyer N'

O1B.,6.27A,>'

<1@7,*16.1BAG'H.,@7-.'

?A>6.1B'CDE+17BF'

Actors’ relationships: 
buyer-intermediary-provider 
2 cases 

E.g.: a public institution organizing or a company the provision of water services; 
Payment for mushroom picking (permit sales)   

<1@7,*16.1BAG').,@7-.'KH.,H' <1@7,*16.1BAG').,@7-.')+LLG7.,H'

<)'?,*@72.,'M'

<)'?,*@72.,'B'

<)'?,*@72.,'N'

<)'=+>.,'M'

ED Buyer ='

ES Buyer N'

O1B.,6.27A,>'

<1@7,*16.1BAG'H.,@7-.'

?A>6.1B'CDE+17BF'

Actors’ relationships: 
buyer-more than one intermediary-provider 

E.g.:  the voluntary Carbon market 

O1B.,6.27A,>'
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Contracts characteristics  
(Polman & Slangen, 2007) 

•  Contract = a commitment based on a 
voluntary mutual agreement that specifies the 
actions each party will take (“quid pro quo”, 
where “quo” is often a payment).   

•  Any contract has a coordination mechanism; 
there are 4 groups of coordination mechanisms: 
–  Price 
–  Handbook  
–  Handshake 
–  Authority-direct supervision 

•  … or a mix of 2 (and even more) coordination 
mechanisms  
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Coordination mechanisms for 
contract implementation    
(Borgen & Hegrenes, 2005) 

Quite simple ES 
 provision Complex contract: payment + guidelines or  

standard + M&V  

In-house ES 
 provision with contractors 

Long-term,  
assett specific ES 

 provision 

Internal agreements in  
coperatives, commons, … 

Contracts related to ES 
Relative long duration of transaction 
Most contracts related to ES are “incomplete” (Oliver 
Hart, 1988): 

• not all information is available  
• not every contingency is anticipated 
• not all risks involved in the contract are defined and divided 

up in an optimal manner among the contracting parties (often 
the contract is not immediately implementable and ES are 
offered after some time) 

• not all ordinances of the contract are verifiable, so that one 
party can call upon a third party (e.g. a judge) to enforce the 
contract 

• enforcement is sometimes expensive 

Similar problems to those of a “perfect” market: 
market failures !" contract failures 
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Contracts typology 
5 elements to define a contract  
(Deakin & Mitchies, 1997): 
•  Contract form 
•  Duration 
•  Distribution of power (control rights) 
•  Contractual duties 
•  Enforcement 
" 3 types of contracts 

3 type of contracts 
• Classical contracts 
• Neo-classical contracts 
• Relational contracts 
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Actors, transaction, contracts 

Classical contracts (1/2) 

Example: tree linear  planting for bird diversity; 
keeping some grassland set aside as nesting 
areas; C credit market 

Elements: 
•  Identity of the provider does not matter 
•  Clear duration (even spot-market) 
•  Usually discrete or one-term transactions with 

low level of asset specificity, uncertainty, 
frequency 

•  Performances are easily measurable 
•  Fixed prices for the payment 
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Classical contracts (2/2) 

•  No particular interest in continuing the 
contractual relationship 

•  The contract tend to be “everything 
included” ex ante but opportunistic behaviour 
is always a risk 

" learning process connected to repetition and 
new contracts   

Usually large set of potential providers: low 
transaction costs; selection by auction is possible 

Neo-classical contracts 

Example: Natura2000 management agreement; 
“adoption” practices (of trees, piece of land) 

Elements: 
•  Identity of the provider is important 
•  Performances are not always easy to be 

measured; some asset specificities and ES 
provision at different level  " indicative 
prices and specific safeguards for the 
payments (monitoring systems) 

•  Conflicts between providers and payers: 
arbitration procedure in anticipation of 
problems   
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Relational contracts 
Example: a mountain hotel agree with nearby farms 
to have the grassland managed, horse riding trials, 
fresh milk, educational services for the clients 

Elements: 
•  Identity of the partners is a key-variable 
•  Duration can be unspecified; usually long  
•  Flexible payment mechanism (sometimes 

barter or exchange of services) 
•  Performances are sometimes not easily  

measurable 
•  Opportunistic behaviour are rare 
•  Conflicts between providers and payers: 

importance of the letters of intents, gentleman’s 
agreements, share codes of conduct, reputation 

•  Asset specificity 

Asset specificity in ES providing  
= the degree to which an asset is committed 
to a specific task and thus cannot be 
redeployed to alternative uses without 
sacrificing the majority of his vale. 
3 types of asset specificity (Polman & Slangen, 2007): 
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Contracts duration  

Coordination mechanisms and 
type of contracts 

Classicac contracts 

Neo-classical contracts 

Relational contracts 
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Contracts and social capital 

Classical contracts 

Neo-classical contracts 

Relational contracts 
Social  
capital Legal system 

Dispute setting based on… 
Coordination 
mechanism 

Price 

Informal rules 
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Social Capital definitions (from Bjørnskov and 
Sønderskov (2010), adapted from Knowles (2006) ) 

Dimensions of social capital 
(Nahapiet & Goshal, 1998) 
•  Structural dimension " value chain organization 

–  Networks & configuration 

•  Cognitive dimension " shared vision 
–  Shared language & codes 
–  Shared narratives 

•  Rational dimension 
–  Trust values 
–  Norms  
–  Obligations 
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An example: the village of Grumes 
(Trento Province - I) 
450 inhabitant; 22 associations 

Social capital typologies 
Social capital Link structure Determinants Impacts 
Bonding Among actors of 

the same group 
Family, cultural, 
professional links 

Strong identity, 
cooperation 
attitude, IK sharing 

Bridging Among actors of 
different groups 

Links among 
actors with 
different socio-
economic 
background but 
(occasionally) 
involved in the 
same activity 

Mutual trust, less 
transaction costs 
(financial risks), 
knowledge sharing  

Linking Among private 
actors and public 
institutions 

Links with political 
and public 
institutions 

Good governance 
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http://www.wanderhoteleuropa.com/it/wandern/angebot_05.html 

few days- one week holidays (normally for 
aged persons) based on  
#  roasted fresh chestnut + 
#  walnut + 
#  new red wine tasting +  
#  speck and the meat  
organized in South Tyrol  

Bridging Social Capital:  
an example 

Adopt a chestnut tree:
75 ! 

A cluster of 
services provided 
by different actors 
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Enterprises: 62 (in 2008); > 100 in 2011 
15  Agritourisms/ Farm businesses 
12  Hotels/Guest quarters 
8  Bed&Breakfasts/Inns/Hostels 
9  Cheese, sausage and wine producing 

factories  
2  Didactic farms 
3  Museums/Private collections 
30  Restaurants/Porterhouses 
26  Typical products sellers 

ES contracts are much 
connected with motivations 
(Milgrom & Roberts, 1992) 
•  Providers: 

•  Profit (! payment; the case of classical 
contracts) 

•  Non monetary (relational contracts):  
•  Intrinsic: altruism, reputation, tradition, … 
•  External: pressure/expectation by the 

community, by authorities/leader/relatives, …  
•  Buyers:  

•  Benefits 
•  Values 

These motivations are valid also as obstacles to contracts: 
-  Why should I share some of “mine” ES  
-  Why should I pay for my basic rights?  
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•  A passive role of the civil society; citizens 
used to pay tax, not to pay on a  voluntary 
basis for ES; land owners’ defensive 
attitude 

•  “Soft” tools like PES require a proactive 
public administration open to partnership, 
negotiation, innovative attitude in sharing 
responsibilities, costs and benefits, …   

Main points for reflection 
Still in the Mediterranean region the 
traditional regulative instruments are 
playing a fundamental role in ES provision: 
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Public administration has the 
responsibility of changing its culture 
and general approach … 

… from a passive role in 
controlling the resources …  

… to an active partnership in 
rural development …  


